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I/O Digital is a blockchain technology project 
which aims to provide many features like 
encrypted messaging, file storage, payment, 
and others through the use of blockchain 
technology. The goal of I/O Digital is to develop 
general blockchain solutions for different 
companies across different industries. I/O 
Digital currently provides open API services that 
allow companies to take advantage of its 
functionalities to facilitate their own business 
needs.  

With DIONS (Decentralized Input/Output) 
comes the possibility for 1 MB encrypted 
document storage, AES256 secure messaging, 
ownership transfer, an alias system, and shade 
payments (stealth transactions). The DIONS v2, 
which is currently under development,  hopes to 
provide encrypted group communications, 
scientific computations and secret voting. 

In the next project (Chameleon), the team has 
the vision to interconnect Blockchain and 
develop a bridge between its IOC mainchain 
and sidechain, which will introduce a  blockchain 
interoperability and a smart contracts layer.  

TokenInsight provides customized service such as 

project code analysis and project community 

analysis, etc. For more information, please contact 

bd@tokeninsight.com or visit tokeninsight.com

I/O�Coin�2018�Performance
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Dions�V.2��
In�progress�
Dions� V.2� is� developing� encrypted� group�
messaging� and� scienti c� computation�
solutions.
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The�"Chameleon"��Sidechains�
�Preparatory�stage��
Theoretically,� features� currently� provided� by�
their� mainchain� will� be� fully� integratable� by�
clients� and� users� to� build� a� fully� customized�
chain� to� facilitate� their� own� business� needs.�
Smart�contracts�that�are�not�currently�available�
on�the�mainchain�will�be�available�through�the�
Chameleon�sidechain.�
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�Whitepaper�Released�
✔�Completed�
The� I/O� Digital� team� released� theChameleon�
Scienti c�Whitepaper�for�download.�This�is�the�
rst� fully� decentralized� whitepaper� and� the�
Community� Whitepaper� is� expected� to� be�
released�at�a�later�date.

https://tokeninsight.com/pandect/index?cid=2847&symbol=IOC
mailto:bd@tokeninsight.com
http://tokeninsight.com
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Basic Information 

I/O Digital is an open-source project which aims to provide users with a 
secure, fast, and friendly blockchain ecosystem. With its distinctive features, 
 I/O Digital intends to tackle down a series of problems seen in business 
enterprise operations through the application of blockchain technology. 

1. IOC Token 

I/O Digital was born in 2014, and its token is called IO Coin, or IOC. Like 
most other existing altcoins1, IOC was announced publicly on bitcointalk 
and was presented as a solution to several improvements of Bitcoin.  In the 
beginning, it boasted two major improvements compared to Bitcoin. 

In the beginning, it boasted two major improvements compared to Bitcoin. 

• A PoS consensus  

I/O Digital chose to establish a “hybrid” consensus mechanism, using 
PoW in the first two weeks and then switching to PoS to avoid the use of 
massive amounts of energy and electricity.  

• Alias System 

On I/O Digital network, users can create their own arbitrary strings as 
 their addresses compared to unreadably long, Base58-encoded strings 
on the bitcoin network. These names can be used directly for transactions 
and for setting up secure communications between persons, uploading a 
document or transferring ownership of that Alias. 

IOC has no ICO (Initial Coin Offering) or pre-mine mechanism, which lowers 
the risk of project and that is the reason why IOC has sustained itself today.

1. Altcoins are the 
alternative cryptocurrencies  
launched after the success 
of Bitcoin. Generally, 
they project themselves as 
better substitutes to Bitcoin. 
The success of Bitcoin as the 
first peer-to-peer digital 
currency paved the way for 
many to follow. Many altcoins 
are trying to target any 
perceived limitations that 
Bitcoin has and come up with 
newer versions with 
competitive advantages.

‣ Specifications of IOC 

Source: TokenInsight

Token Symbol IOC

Max Supply 22 Million

Current Supply 17 Million

Inflation Rate 4% Annually 

Consensus Mechanism
PoW for the first two 
weeks and then 
switched to PoS

Average Block Time 60 Seconds

Block Size 4MB
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2. Blockchain Structure 

A relatively simple structure with a mainchain and 
additional sidechain

As shown in the figure above, the I/O Digital blockchain consists of two 
parts, the I/O Digital mainchain(DIONS) and the Chameleon sidechain. I/O 
Digital's mainchain was launched over 4 years ago while the Chameleon 
sidechain has not been released yet. 

The mainchain, 'DIONS' (Decentralized Input Output Name Server)  is the 
current most updated version adopted and accessible by the public. DIONS 
provides users with features such as encrypted messaging, encrypted 
storage, identity storage, etc. Private transactions called Shade addresses 
and payments are operational. Additionally, features like group messaging 
are still currently under development. Users can currently join the 
blockchain network and participate as a full node representative. I/O Digital 
also provides its API for advanced developers to take advantage of these 
features and develop additional application specific features. 

Chameleon is claimed to be a bridge between the I/O Digital mainchain 
and other blockchains. This essentially will enable developers to build their 
own connectors to the I/O Digital mainchain with all available features 
supported by the current mainchain. The development of Chameleon is 
split into 3 stages. The first stage is to issue only the Chameleon coin with 
no features or smart contracts so the team can raise money through an ICO. 
The second stage is to build the sidechain protocol and ledger. The final 
stage is the launch of Chameleon sidechain. Currently, around 4 developers 
work on the development of Chameleon.

Company X 
Sidechain

Company Y 
Sidechain

Bitcoin 
Sidechain

Encrypted Messaging 

File Storage 

dApps 

Shade Address 

Identity Storage 

…

Wallet

API   Business 
Opportunities

Sidechain (Chameleon) Mainchain (DIONS)
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3. Network status 

Nodes are mostly distributed around North America 
and Europe 

Decentralization is one of the most important requirements for a public 
blockchain. Decentralization means the network does not rely on any single 
server. 

The figure below shows the geological distribution of nodes that currently 
connect to the I/O Digital blockchain.

‣ Geological distribution of I/O Digital nodes 

Source: Chainz

74 Nodes
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‣Part of the core team members 

Source: TokenInsight

Name Position Education Description

Joel A. Bosh 

(Full-time)

Founder & 

Project 

Leader 

University 

of 

Massachus

etts 

Amherst, 

Business 

Adminstra

tion

Joel Bosh used to work in systems 

and computers. He was the 

president and CEO of an IT 

company. Mr.Bosh also had his own 

business in the music industry. He 

now invests all of his time into I/O 

Digital.

Richard Groen 

(Part-time)

Co-

Founder
MEAO

Richard Groen used to work in an IT 

company as a project manager. For 

the last 8 years, Mr. Groen is the 

CEO and COO of a hosting web 

development company. Currently he 

also works for a company called Just 

Internet Group operating as the 

COO. 

Derek Hatton 
(48 years old) 
(Full-time)

Lead 

Developer
-

MIT educated. Derek Hatton has 

worked with ledger technology for a 

long time even before the birth of 

Bitcoin.

Matt Englund 

(Full-time)
Consultant - Experienced in system engineering

Sam 

(Part-time)
Developer -

Experienced in system engineering. 

Sam works for VMware and he has 

many software certifications. Sam 

was used to help I/O Digital in 

building DIONS.

Dogpike 

(Part-time)
Developer

Rutgers 

University

Dogpike is a developer who helps 

the team to check their code from 

time to time.

Dennis 

(Part-time)

Game 

Developer
-

Dennis helps I/O Digital to build 

games utilizing I/O Digital 

blockchain. Actually, Richard Groen 

is Dennis’s manager in his current 

job(Not I/O Digital).
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